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Greek alphabet letters are used as mathematical and scientific symbols. The Greek alphabet list * second lowercase sigma is used in the word final position of the Greek alphabet origins egyptian hieroglyphic (3500 př.nl) Proto-sinaitic alphabet (1800 př.nl) Phoenic alphabet (1200 př.nl) Greek alphabet (800 př.nl) See
also had a website that states Greek pronunciation. I wanted to create a version of Unicode. Unicode won't be as portable as the embedded image they contain on their page, I admit. This table contains Greek letters, their names, equivalent English letters, and tips for pronouncing those letters that are pronounced
differently than equivalent English letters. Α α alpha and father Β β beta b Γ γ gamma g Δ δ delta d Ε ε epsilon e end Ĝ ζ zêta z Η η êta ê hey Θ θ thêta th thick Ι ι ι iota i it Κ κ kappa k Λ λ lambda l μ μ ν nu n Ġののの xi ks box Ο ο omikron o off Π π pi p Ρ ρ rho rho r σ σ, ς sigma s say Τ τ tau t Υ υ upsilon u put Φ φ phi f ʙ
ʙ chi ch Bach Âp ψ psi ps Ω ω omega ô grow Sigma (σ, There are two forms for the letter Sigma. When it is written at the end of the word, it is written as follows: If it occurs anywhere else, it is written as follows: σ. Upsilon (υ):In the table above, we recommend that you pronounce this letter as u v give. In fact, the
preferred pronunciation is more like german ü as in Brücke, or as French u as in here. If you don't speak German or French, don't worry about it, just say it as the table suggests. Xi (ʙ): This is the same sound as ch in Bach, which does not sound like ch in a chair. The same sound occurs in The Scottish Loch, as in Loch
Lomond, or German oh!. Footnote 1: Other pronunciation schemes To be fair, we should mention that there are several different ways to pronounce Greek. For now, we're teaching Erasmus pronunciation. At some point in the future, we may add pages to teach some additional pronunciations. Here are the main ways
that Greek is pronounced: Erasmian pronunciation. This is the pronunciation used here and is probably based on the pronunciation used by a Renaissance scholar named Erasmus, who was the main force behind the first printed copies of the Greek New Testament. Erasmian pronunciation is probably different from the
way Greek was pronounced at the time of the New Testament, but it is widespread among scholars, and it has the advantage that every letter is pronounced, making it easier to understand the spelling of words. Modern Greek pronunciation. This is the way Greek is pronounced in Greece today. Some people prefer
pronunciation for New Testament Greek as well. At first I learned modern Greek pronunciation, but had trouble learning to spell words, so I switched to Erasmian. Modern Greek pronunciation is probably more similar to New Testament Greek pronunciation than Erasmian, but it is not identical. Reconstructed New
Testament Greek pronunciation. There some scientific books that attempt to reconstruct the original pronunciation of New Testament Greek, and have come to the point that there seems to be a fairly widespread consensus on the original pronunciations. As far as I know, no one ever learns this pronunciation. By the way,
since there were a large number of Greek dialects, there was no single way to pronounce Greek even in the era of the New Testament. Pronunciation of fraternity, physics and calculus. That's how your physics teacher spoke Greek and learned this pronunciation in his fraternity. The next time you hear a physics teacher
speak Greek, laugh and look superior. Home › Free Resources Download › Greek Alphabet Chart American Express Diners Club Discover JCB Master Paypal Visa Copyright © 2020 CardDia Flashcards Powered by Shopify Script Used to Write Greek AlphabetType Alphabet LanguagesGreek Official Script in: Greece
Cyprus European Union Time Dot. 800 BC 200Unicode akaGreekUnicode rangeU+0370-U+03FF Greek and Coptu+1F00–U+1FFF The Greek extended Greek alphabet has been used to write the Greek language since the late ninth or early eighth century BC. [3] [4] It is derived from the former Phoenic alphabet and
was the first alphabetical font in history to have different letters for vogaries and consoners. In archaic and early classical times, the Greek alphabet existed in many local variations, but by the end of the fourth century BC, the Euclidean alphabet, with twenty-four letters, ordered from alpha omega, had become the
standard, and it is this version that is still used to write Greek today. These twenty-four letters (each in upper and lower case) are: Α α, Β β, Γ γ, Δ δ, Ε ε, Ĝ ζ, Η η, Θ θ, Ι ι, Κ κ, Λ λ, μ μ, Ν ν, Ν, Â, Ο, Π π, Ρ ρ ρ ρ, Σ σ/ς, Τ τ, Υ υ, Φ φ, ʙ ʙ, Μ ψ and Ω ω. The Greek alphabet is the edem of Latin and Cyrillic scripts. [6] Like
Latin and Cyrillic, Greek originally had only one form of each letter; in modern times, it has developed a difference in letters and lowercase letters in parallel with Latin. Sound values and conventional transcriptions for some of the letters differ between ancient and modern Greek use, because the pronunciation of Greek
has changed significantly between the fifth century BC and today. Modern and ancient Greek also use different accents. In addition to its use in greek language writing, both in its ancient and its modern forms, the Greek alphabet today also serves as a source of technical symbols and markers in many fields of
mathematics, science and other disciplines. Letters Sound Values Main articles: Greek ortography and pronunciation of ancient Greek in teachingSa quieter information: Methods of articulation in both ancient and In Greek, the letters of the Greek alphabet have fairly stable and consistent symbol-to-sound mapping,
making the pronunciation of words largely predictable. Ancient German spelling was generally near-phonemic. For a number of letters, the sound values differ considerably between Ancient Greek and modern Greek, because their pronunciation followed a set of systematic phonological shifts that influenced language in
its postclassical scenes. [7] Letter Name Ancient pronunciation Modern IPA pronunciation[8] Approximate Western European equivalent of IPA[9] Approximate Western European equivalent[10] Α α alpha, λλφα Short: [a]Long: Short: first and as in English awaits[11]Long: and as an English father[11] [a] as the English
father of Β β beta, β woτα [b][12][11] b as in English better[13][12][11] [v] in English voting Γ γ gamma, γμμα [γ][ĝ] when used before γ, κ, κ, κ, ʙ, and possibly μ g as in English get[12][11]ng as in English sing when used before γ, κ, 1, μ ʙ 12][11][ex 1] [ɣ] ~ [ʝ], [ĝ][ex 2] ~ [ɲ][ex 3] g as in Spanish lago or y as in English
yellow , as in English long or ñ in Spanish niño Δ δ delta, δλλτα [d] d as in English delete[13][12][11] [ð] th as in English then Ε ε epsilon, ιιλον [e] e as in an English pet[11] [e] e as in an English pet , Ζ zeta, ĝίτα [zd] or possibly [dz] sd as in English wisdom, or, where appropriate, dz as in English adze[14][15][note 1] [z] z]
z as in the English zoo Η η eta, ττα [ĝ] ê as in French tête[16] [i] as in the English machine Θ Θθ θtheta, θατα [th] t as in English top[16][11][note 2] [θ] th as in English thin Ι ι iota, ιίτα Short: [i]Long: [i] Short : i as in French vite ,[16]Long: also as in the English machine, [ç], [ex 4] [ʝ], [ex 5] [ɲ][ex 6] and as in the English
machine Κ κ kappa, κπππαα [k] k as in English,[16][11] but completely unaspirated[16] [k] ~ [c] k as in English make Λ λ(m)bda, λλ(μ)βδα [note 3] [l] l as in the English lantern, as in the English lantern μ him, μυ [m] m as in English music[13][18][11] [m] m as in English music Ν ν ν ν nu, νυ [n] n in the English network Â
theののの xi, ιι [ιι] x x as in English fox [18] x as in English fox Ο ο omicron , ίμικρον [o] o as in German Gott[18] [o] o as in German Gott , like British English soft Π π pi, πι [p] p as in English top[18][11] p as in English top Ρ ρ rho, ρί [r] trilled r as in Italian or Spanish [18][11][13] [r] trilled r as in Italian or Spanish Σ σ/ς, Σ
ς[note 4] sigma, σίγμα [s][z] before β, γ, or μ as in English soft[11] s as in English muse when used before β, γ, or μ[18] [s] ~ [z] s as in English soft or with as in English muse Τ τ τ ta ταυ [t] t as in an English coat[18][11] [t] t as in an English coat Υυυ υ upsilon , ιλλον Short: [y]Long: [yの] Short: u as in French luneLong : u
as in the French ruse[18] [i] and as in the English machine Φ φ phi, φι [ph] p as in the English pot[22][note 2] [f] f in English five ʙ ʙ chi, ίι [kh] c as in English cat[11][note 2] [x] ~ [ç] ch as in Scottish loch ~ h as in English shade - dogs, ι [ps] ps as in English English [ps] ps as in English lapse Ω ω omega, ωμμγγα [4] aw as
in English saw[11][note 5] [o] o as in German Gott, similar to British English soft examples ^ For example, γγκίν. ^ For example, εγγραφί. ^ For example, εγγεγραμμμίνος. ^ For example, ππππια. ^ For example, βια. ^ For example, μια. Notes ^ Around 350 př.nl, the zeta in the dialect of the attic has shifted to become one
fricative, [of], as in modern Greek. [16] ^ and b c Letters theta ⟨θ⟩, phi ⟨φ⟩ and chi ⟨ί⟩ are usually spoken by an English speaker with their modern Greek pronunciations [θ], [f] and [x] ~ [ç], because these sounds are easier for English speakers to distinguish from sounds that come out of the letters tau ([t]), pi ([p]) and
kappa ([k]). [17] [15] These are not sounds that are made in classical Attic Greek. [17] [15] In classical attic Greek, these three letters were always absorbed by consonies, pronounced exactly like tau, pi and kappa, only with an explosion of air after the actual sound of the conson. [17] [15] ^ Although the letter Λ is now
almost universally known as lambda (λίμβδα), the most common name for it during the Greek classical period (510-323 př.nl) appears to be labda (λλβδα), without μ.[11] ^ The letter sigma ⟨Σ⟩ has two different lowercase letters in its standard variant, ⟨σ⟩ and ⟨⟩, with ⟨ς⟩ is used in the word-final position and ⟨σ⟩ elsewhere.
[18] [19] In some of the 19th centuries, ⟨ς⟩ was also at the end of compound morpheme, such as δυςκατανοτωων, indicating the morphine boundary between δυςς-κατανοτων (hard to understand); modern standard practice is to spell δυσκατανοτων with nekon final sigma. [19] The letter sigma also has an alternative
variant, lunate sigma (uppercase Σ, lowercase letters), which is used in all positions. [15] [18] [20] This form of letter developed during the Hellenistic period (323-31 BC) as a simplification of the earlier variant Σ σ/ς. Thus, the word stasis can either be written στσσσσις or ς ς ςςς ςς ςςς ςςς ςς ςς ςς ςς ςς ς ςς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς
ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς. [21] In modern, edited Greek texts, lunate sigma usually appears mainly in older seeding. [18] ^ The letter omega ⟨ω⟩ is usually used by an English speaker as [oĝ], long o as in English, to distinguish it more clearly from the ⟨ο⟩. [22] [15] This is not the sound he actually
made in the classical Greek attic. [22] [15] Between consonant letters, all letters that marked plosive consonant (/b, d, g/) and aspiring plosives (/ph, th, kh/) in ancient Greek represent corresponding fricative sounds in modern Greek. The correspondence is as follows: Former Expressed Plosives Former Letter Ancient
Modern Letter Ancient Modern Labial Β β /b/ /v/ Φ φ /ph/ /f/ Dental Δ δ /d/ /ð/ Θ θ /θ th/ /θ/ Dorsal Γ γ /の/ [ɣ] ~ [ʝ] ʙ ʙ /kh/ [x] ~ [ç] Among the vocular symbols, modern Greek sound values reflect a radical simplification of the system of vocularity of post-classical Greek, merging more previously different vo-phonends into a
much smaller number. leads to several groups of vosoes indicating identical sounds today. In most of these cases, modern Greek orthograph remains faithful to historical spelling. As a result, spelling of words in modern Greek is often unpredictable only from pronunciation, while reverse mapping, from spelling to
pronunciation, is usually regular and predictable. The following voches and digraphs are involved in the mergers: Letter Ancient Modern Η η ĝの &gt; i Ι ι ι i(ののののののののの ΕΙ ει e υ υ u(のの) &gt; y Οι οι οι oi &gt; y ΥΙ υι yの &gt; y Ω ω &gt; o Ο ο o Ε ε e &gt; e ΑΙ αι ai Modern Greek speakers usually use the same,
modern symbolic sound mapping when reading Greek Greek historical grade. In other countries, ancient Greek students can use various conventional approximations of the historical sound system to pronounce ancient Greek. Digraphs and letter combinations Several letter combinations have special conventional sound
values different from the values of each component. Among them are several voiaries that used to represent double voambies but are now monophthongized. In addition to the above four (⟨ει, αι, οι, υι,⟩), there is also ⟨ηι, ωι⟩ and ⟨ου⟩, pronounced /u/. Ancient Greek double ⟨αυ⟩, ⟨ευ⟩ and ⟨ηυ⟩ are pronounced [av], [ev]
and [iv] in modern Greek. In some environments they are devoiced [af], [ef] and [if] respectively. [23] Modern Greek consoners ⟨μπ⟩ and ⟨ντ⟩ represent [b] and [d] (or [mb] and [nd]) respectively; ⟨τĝ⟩ means [dz] and ⟨τσ⟩ means [t啦s]. In addition, both in ancient and modern Greek, the letter ⟨γ⟩, before the next velar
consonan, means velar nasal [ĝ]; so ⟨γγ⟩ and ⟨γκ⟩ are pronounced as English ⟨ng⟩. By analogy with ⟨μπ⟩ and ⟨ντ⟩ is also used ⟨γκ⟩ to refer to [g]. There are also combinations of ⟨γί⟩ and ⟨γ⟩. Combination pronunciation Devoiced ⟨αυ⟩ [av] [af] ⟨ευ⟩ [ev] [ef] ⟨ηυ⟩ [iv] [if] ⟨μπ⟩ [b – ⟨ ⟩ <0>νττ⟩ [d] – ⟨τί⟩ [dz] – ⟨τσ⟩ [tĝs] –
Diacritics Main article: Greek diacritics In polytonic ortography traditionally used for ancient Greek, the strained vobe of each word bears one of three diastresses: either a sharp accent (ί), a grave accent (ὰ), or a vocal accent (α̃ or α̑). These characters were originally designed to indicate different forms of phonological
accent in ancient Greek. At a time when their use became conventional and compulsory in Greek writing, in late antiquity, the accent on the playground developed into a single stress accent, and therefore the three characters since then did not correspond to the phonological distinction in real speech. In addition to
diacritics, each introductory vo-vocar must contain either two so-called signs of breathing: rough breathing (ἁ), the /h/ sound at the beginning of the word, or smooth breathing (ĝ), which indicates its absence. The letter rho (ρ), although not a vo supine, also carries rough breathing in the initial position of the word. If rho
was geminated in a word, ρ always had smooth breathing and a second rough breathing (ῤῥ) leading to transliteration rrh. Voes letters ⟨α, η, ω⟩ carry additional diacritics in some words, the so-called iota subscript, which has the form of a small vertical stroke or a miniature ⟨ι⟩ below the letter. This iota represents a
former offglide of originally long double-words, ⟨ᾱι, ηι, ωι⟩ (i.e. which became monophthongized during ancient times. Another accent used in Greek is diaeresis ( ), which indicates a break. This system of diacritics was first developed by the scholar Aristofanes of Byzantary (ci 957 - 185/180 BC), who worked at the
Musaeu in Alexandria in the third century BC. [24] Aristofanes of Byzanta was also the first to divide poems into lines, instead of writing them as a prézi, and also introduced a number of characters for textual criticism. [25] In 1982, a new simplified orthograph, known as monotonous, was adopted by the Greek state. It
uses only one diakmen, acute (also known in this context as tonos, i.e. simply accent), the designation of stressed syllables of polysyllabic words, and occasionally diaeresis to distinguish dihthongal from digraph reading in pairs of voicing letters, making this monotonous system very similar to the accent marker system
used in Spanish. The polytonic system is still conventionally used for writing ancient Greek, while in some book printing and generally in the use of conservative writers it can still also be found in use for modern Greek. Although it is not diacritics, the comma has a similar function to the silent letter in several Greek words,
mainly distinguishing ί,τι (oh, ti, whatever) from ίτι (oti, it). [26] Romanization Main article: Romanization of Greek There are many different ways of rendering Greek text or Greek names in Latin. [27] The form in which classical Greek names are conventionally rendered in English dates back to how Greek loanwords were
incorporated into Latin in ancient times. [28] In this system, ⟨κ⟩ is replaced by ⟨c⟩, the double hongs ⟨αι⟩ and ⟨οι⟩ are rendered as ⟨ae⟩ and ⟨oe⟩ (or ⟨æ,œ⟩); and ⟨ει⟩ and ⟨ου⟩ are simplified to ⟨i⟩ and ⟨u⟩. [29] Signs of smooth breathing are usually ignored, and signs of rough breathing are usually rendered as the letter ⟨h⟩.
[30] In modern scientific rewriting of Ancient Linguine, it is usually ⟨κ⟩ as ⟨k⟩ and a combination of vobs ⟨αι, οι, ει, ου⟩ as ⟨ai, oi, ei, ou⟩. [27] The letters ⟨θ⟩ and ⟨φ⟩ are generally rendered as ⟨th⟩ and ⟨f⟩; ⟨⟩ as ⟨ch⟩ or ⟨kh⟩; and word-initial ⟨ρ⟩ as ⟨rh⟩. [31] There are several different transcribing conventions for modern
Greek. [32] Depending on their purpose, these vary considerably in how close they remain to conventional letter correspondence systems based on ancient Greece and to what extent they attempt either to exact letter by letter. or rather phonetically based transcription. [32] Standardised formal transcription systems have
been defined by the International Organization for Standardization (as ISO 843),[32][33] by the United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names,[34] by the Library of Congress[35] and others. Letter traditional Latin transliteration[31] Α α A and Β β B b Γ γ G g Δ δ D d Ε ε E e E Ĝ ζ Z of Η η Ē Θ Θ Th th Ι ι i Κ κ κ
c, K Λ λ L l μ μ M m Ν ν ν n Μ Ί X x Ο ο O Π π P p Ρ ρ r r, Rh rh Σ σ/ς S with Ττ T tυ Y y, U u Φ φ Ph ph ʙ ʙ ʙ Ch ch, Kh kh ψ Ps ps Ω ω Ó ō History Origins Main article: History of the Greek alphabet Dipylon inscription , one of the oldest known samples of the use of the Greek alphabet, c. 740 př.nl During the Mycenae
period , from roughly sixteenth century to twelfth century BC, linear B was used to write the oldest documented form of the Greek language, known as Mycenae Greek. This writing system, unrelated to the Greek alphabet, last appeared in the thirteenth century BC. At the end of the ninth century BC or the beginning of
the eighth century BC, the Greek alphabet appeared. [2] The time between the use of both writing systems, during which no Greek texts are confirmed, is known as the Greek Dark Age. The Greeks adopted the alphabet from the former Phoenician alphabet, one of the closely related scripts used for West American
languages, which they called Φοινικια γρρμματα Fhoenician letters. The Phoenic alphabet, however, is limited to consoners. When it was adopted for writing Greek, some consoners were adapted to express voes. The use of voars and consoners makes Greek the first alphabet in a narrow sense, distinguished from
alyades used in Semitic languages, which have letters only for consonars. [37] The early Greek pottery alphabet at the National Archaeological Museum in Athens initially took over all 22 Phoenic letters. Five were reassigned to indicate vohabo sounds: sliding consonant /j/ (yodh) and /w/ (waw) were used for [i] (Ι, iota)
and [u] (Υ, upsilon) glotal stop consonant /á/ (aleph) was used for [a] (Α, alpha); pharyngeal /) (ʿayin) has been converted into [o] (Ο, omicron); and the letter for /h/ (on) has been converted to [e] (Ε, epsilon). Doublet waw was also borrowed as a consonan for [w] (Ϝ, digamma). In addition, the Phoenic letter for emphatic
glottal/ħ/(heth) was borrowed in two different functions by different Greek dialects: as a letter for /h/(Η, heta) by those dialects that had such a sound, and as another vowel letter for long/-speaking/(Η,eta) those dialects that lacked consonant. In the end, the seventh vo-voyte was introduced Ω long /Ω, omega. Greek has
also introduced three new consonant letters for its sucking plosive sounds and consonant: Φ (phi) for /ph/, ʙ (chi) for /kh/ and dogs for /ps/. In the Western Greek variant, The ʙ was instead used for /ks/ and のの for /kh/. Origin of these letters issues of some kind of debate. Phoenician Greek aleph /ʔ/ Α alpha /a/, /aː/ beth
/b/ Β beta /b/ gimel /ɡ/ Γ gamma /ɡ/ daleth /d/ Δ delta /d/ he /h/ Ε epsilon /e/, /eː/[note 1] waw /w/ Ϝ (digamma) /w/ zayin /z/ Ζ zeta [zd](?) heth /ħ/ Η eta /h/, /ɛː/ teth /tˤ/ Θ theta /tʰ/ yodh /j/ Ι iota /i/, /iː/ kaph /k/ Κ kappa /k/ lamedh /l/ Λ lambda /l/ mem /m/ Μ mu /m/ nun /n/ Ν nu /n/ Phoenician Greek samekh /s/ Ξ xi /ks/ ʿayin
/ʕ/ Ο omicron /o/, /oː/[note 1] pe /p/ Π pi /p/ ṣade /sˤ/ Ϻ (san) /s/ qoph /q/ Ϙ (koppa) /k/ reš /r/ Ρ rho /r/ šin /ʃ/ Σ sigma /s/ taw /t/ Τ tau /t/ (waw) /w/ Υ upsilon /u/ , /uの/ – Φ phi /ph/ – ʙ chi /kh/ – Psi /ps/ – Ω omega /ののの/ Three of the original Phoenic letters fell out of service before the alphabet took on a classic shape: the
letter Ϻ (san), which competed with Σ (sigma) denoting the same folé /s/; the Ϙ (qoppa) that was superfluous for Κ (kappa) for /k/, and Ϝ (digamma), whose sound value /w/ fell out of the spoken language before or during the classical period. Greek was originally written mostly from right to left, as were phoenials, but
yiers were free to alternate between directions. For a time, the style of writing with alternating right to left and left to right lines (called boustrophedon, literally ox-turning, after the way the ox ploughed the field) was common, until in the classic period from left to right the writing direction became the norm. Each letter shape
was mirrored depending on the writing direction of the current line. Archaic Variants Main Article: Archaic Greek Alphabet Distribution of Green, Red and Blue Alphabets, after Kirchhoff. There were initially numerous local (epichoric) variants of the Greek alphabet that differed in the use and non-use of other vogés and
consonan symbols and several other features. Epichoric alphabets are commonly divided into four main types according to their different treatment methods of additional consoners for aspiring consoners (/ ph, kh / ) and consonan clusters (/ ks, ps /) Greek. [38] These four types are often commonly referred to as green,
red, light blue and dark blue types, based on a color-coded map in a key 19th-century theme, Studien zur Geschichte des griechischen Alphabets by Adolf Kirchhoff (1867). [38] The green (or southern) type is the most archaic and closest to Phoenician. [39] The red (or Western) type is one that was later transferred to
the West and became an editer of the Latin alphabet and bears some key features characteristic of later development. [39] The blue (or eastern) type is the one from which the later standard Greek alphabet emerged. [39] Until the end of the fifth century BC, Athens used a local form of light blue alphabet that lacked the
letters AS and Čk, as well as the vo celsius and Ω voicing symbols.[39][40] In the old attic alphabet, Σ meant /ks/ and ΣΣ for /ps/. Ε was used for all three sounds eの, ĝの/ (corresponding to the classic Ε, ΕΙ, Η) and Ο was used for all /o, oの, ののののののの (corresponding to the classic ο, ου, Ω respectively [40] The letter
Η (heta) was used for the consonion /h/. [40] Some variations of local letters were also characteristic of the Athenian font, some of which were shared with the adjacent (but otherwise red) Euboia alphabet: a form of Λ that resembled the Latin L () and a form of Σ that resembled latin S (). [40] Phoenic model Southern
green — — — — — — — Western red Eastern light blue — dark blue Classic badgers — — — Modern alphabet Α Β Γ Δ Ε — Á — Η ΘΙ Κ Λ Μ Ν Μ Μ Μ ΜΟ Π — — Ρ Σ ΤΥ — Φ ʙ Ω Sound in ancient Greek and b g d e w zd h ē th i k l m n ks o p s r s t u ks ph kh ps ō *Upsilon is also derived from waw (). The classic
twenty-four-letter alphabet, which is now used to represent the Greek language, was originally the local alphabet of Ionia. At the end of the fifth century BC it was commonly used by many Athenians. [41] In 403 př.nl, at the suggestion of the Eucleides archon, the Athens Assembly formally abandoned the old attic
alphabet and adopted the Jed alphabet as part of democratic reforms following the overthrow of 30 tyrants. [41] [42] Due to Eucleides' role in designing the idea of adopting the Ionic alphabet, the standard Greek alphabet of twenty-four letters is sometimes known as the Eucleidean Alphabet. [41] About thirty years later,
the Eucleidean alphabet was adopted in Boeoteia and could have been adopted a few years ago in Macedonia. [43] By the end of the fourth century BC, he had moved local alphabets throughout the Greek-speaking world to become the standard form of the Greek alphabet. [43] Letter names When the Greeks adopted
the Phoeic alphabet, they assumed not only the letter shapes and sound values, but also the names by which the alphabet sequence could be recited and remembered. In the Phoenicians, each letter was a word that began with a sound represented by that letter; so, but, word for will, it was used as the name for glottal
stop/,,bet, or house, for/b/sound, and so on. When the letters were adopted by the Greeks, most of the Phoenic names were preserved or slightly modified to correspond to Greek phonology; so, but, bet, gimel became alpha, beta, gamma. The Greek names of the following letters are more or less a straightforward
continuation of their Phoenic predecessors. Between ancient and modern Greeks remained largely unchanged, except that their pronunciation followed regular changes in sound along with other words (for example, in the name of beta, ancient / b / regularly changed to modern / in /, and ancient / ausage / to modern / i /
, which leads to modern pronunciation vita). The name lambda is confirmed in the early sources as λλβδα except λίμβδα; [44] [11] In modern Greek, spelling is often λλμμδα, reflecting pronunciation. [11] Similarly, iota is sometimes spelled γιίτα in modern Greek is conventionally overridden ⟨γ{ι,η,υ,ει,οι}⟩ word-initially and
intervocalically in front of the rear voscoes and /a/). In the tables below, the Greek names of all letters are given in their traditional polytonic spelling; in modern practice, as with all other words, they are usually written in a simplified monotonous system. Greek Alphabet Letter Names in spoken standard modern Greek
problems playing this file? See media help. The name of the letter Pronunciation Greek Phoenician original English Greek (ancient) Greek (modern) English α ἄλφα aleph alpha [alpha] /ʼの199 (listening) Β βᐈτα beth beta [bĝta] [のののvita] /啦bitə/, USA: Γ γίμμα gimel gamma [ˈɣama] /Δλλτα daleth delta [delta] /ʙdĝltə/ Η
ἦτα heth eta [hĝĝta], [ĝta] [âvadeta] /â9 ĝta USA: /θeのtə/ Θ θ θ θτα teth theta [thĝĝta] [θita/, USA: /θetə/ (listen) Ι ἰῶτα yodh iota [ˈʝota] /a ממ oĝtə/ (listen) Κ κκ κ κ κ κ κ κ κ κ κ κ κ κ.ππα kaph kappa [kappa] [kappa] /Â9pa/ (listen) Λλλμβα lamedh lambda [lambda]ða] /Læmdə/ (listen) Μ μῦ mem mu [mythe] /mjuのの/
(listen); occasionally USA: /muの/ Ν νῦ nun nu [ny] [ni] /njuの/ Ρ ῥῶ reš rho [rho] [ro] /roĝ/ (listen) Τ ταῦ taw tau [tau] [taf] /taĝ , In the case of the three historical letters below, the correspondence between hairdryer and ancient Greek is less clear, with obvious mismatches in both letter names and audio values. The early
history of these letters (and the fourth sibilant letter, outdated san) was a matter of some debate. Here, too, changes in the pronunciation of letter names between ancient and modern Greek are regular. Letter Name Pronunciation Greek Fhoenician original English Greek (Ancient) Greek (Modern) English Ζ ζῆτα zayin
zeta [zdɛːta] /中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中999999999999999999999999999999999(19999/ξεῖ 1999999/ ξῖ samekh xi [kse中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中 ˈsiɣma/ V následující skupině souhláskových písmen byly starší formy názvů ve starověké řečtině napsány εῖ , což
naznačuje původní výslovnost s -ē. V moderní řečtině jsou tato jména napsána s -ι. Letter Name Výslovnost Řečtina angličtina (starověký) řečtina (Moderní) Angličtina 中中 ξεῖ, ξῖ xi [kse中] [ksi] /za中, ksa中/ Π πεῖ, πῖ pi [pe] [pi] /pa中/ Φ φεῖ, φῖ phi [fi] /fa中/ Χ χεῖ, χῖ chi [khe中] [çi] /ka中/ (poslouchej) ψεῖ, ψῖ psi [pse] [psi]
/sa/, /psa中/ (listen) Následující skupina samohlásek byla původně nazývána jednoduše jejich zvukovými hodnotami jako dlouhé samohlásky: ē, ō, ū a 中. Jejich moderní názvy obsahují adjektivně kvalifikátory , which were added during the Byzantine period to distinguish between the letters that became the consclusion.
[11] The letters ⟨ο⟩ and ⟨ω⟩, pronounced identically at the time, were called o micron (small o) and about mega (big o). [11] The letter ⟨ε⟩ was called e psilon (plain e) to distinguish it from the same pronounced digraph ⟨αι⟩, while similarly ⟨υ⟩, which was pronounced at the time[s], was called y psilon (plain y) to distinguish
it from pronounces digraph ⟨οι⟩. [11] Letter Name Výslovnost řečtina (starověký) řečtina (středověká) řečtina (moderní) angličtina řečtina (starověký) řečtina (moderní) angličtina Ε εἶ ἐ ψιλόν ἔψιλον epsilon [e中中] /ˈɛpsɪlɒn/, některé: /ɛpˈsaɪlən/ Ο οὖ ὀ μικρόν ὄμικρον omicron [o中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中中/
ˈɒmɪkrɒn, tradiční Velká Británie: /oʊˈmaɪkrɒn/ Υ ὖ ὐ ψιλόν ὔψιλον upsilon [u中] [y] /jupa中lən, ˈʊpsɪlɒn/, také Velká Británie: /ʌpˈsaɪlən/, USA: /ˈʌpsɪlɒn/ Ω ὦ ὠ μγγα ὠμέγα omega [oˈmeɣa] USA: /oʊˈmeɪɡə/, tradiční Spojené království: /ˈoʊmɪɡə/ Některé dialekty Egejského moře a Kyprůprchy si zachovaly dlouhé
souhlásky a vyslovily [ˈɣamːa] a [Âčko]; také, ττα přišel být vyslovován [[[[ v kyperské. [45] Letter shapes the 16th-century edition of the New Testament (Gospel of John), printed in Renaissance scripture by Claude Garamond Theocritus Idyll 1, lines 12-14, in a script with abbreviations and ligatures from the headline in
the illustrated edition of Theocritus. Lodewijk Caspar Valckenaer: Carmina bucolica, Leiden 1779. Like Latin and other alphabetical scripts, Greek originally had only one form of each letter, without distinction between uppercase and lowercase letters. This distinction is an innovation of modern times that draws on the
different directions of the development of letter shapes by earlier handwriting. The oldest forms of letters in antiquity are majuskul forms. In addition to the upright, straight inscription forms (capitals) found in stone carvings or cut ceramics, smoother writing styles adapted for handwriting on soft materials were also
developed during antiquity. This manuscript has been preserved mainly from papyrus manuscripts in Egypt since the Hellenical period. Ancient handwriting developed two distinct styles: non-emotional writing, with carefully drawn, rounded letters of the same size, which are used as a book for carefully made literary and
religious manuscripts, and italic writing, used for everyday purposes. [46] Cursive forms were close to the style of lowercase letters, with ascenders and descenders, as well as many connecting lines and ligatures between letters. In the ninth and tenth centuries, non-social book hands were replaced by a new, more
compact writing style, with letter forms partly adapted to earlier italics. [46] This minuscule style remained the dominant form of handwritten Greek into modern times. During the Renaissance, Western printers adopted minuscule letter forms like small printed fonts while modeling capital letters on ancient inscription
shapes. Orthographic practice of using letter differentiation to mark their own names, names, etc. Inscription Manuscript Modern printing Archaic classic non-social minor small letters α Α β Β γ Γ δ Δ ε Ε ζ Ĝ η Η θ Θ Θ ι κ κλ λ μ μν μνΝ ο ο ο ο ο Ο π Π ρ σς Σς Σ Τυυυ φ Φ ʙ ʙ ψ Ω Ω Derived alphabetium of the oldest
Etruscan alphabet from Marsilan d'Albegna, still almost identical contemporary archaic Greek alphabet Page from Codex argenteus, biblical manuscript from the 6th century The Latin alphabet, along with various other ancient scriptures in Italy, adopted from the archaic form of the Greek alphabet brought to Italy by the
Greek colonists at the end of the 8th century. The Gothic alphabet, proposed in the 4th [47] Hlahol alphabet, designed in the 9th century. Cyrillic alphabet, which shortly afterwards replaced theHlahol alphabet. Armenian and Georgian alphabets are almost certainly modeled on the Greek alphabet, but their graphic forms
are quite different. [48] Other uses Use for other languages In addition to the above subsidiary alphabets, which were adapted from Greek but developed into separate writing systems, the Greek alphabet was also adopted at different times and at different places for writing other languages. [49] Additional letters were
introduced for some of them. Antiquity Most of the alphabets of Asia Minor, in use of about 800-300 př.nl write languages like Lydian and Phrygian, were early Greek alphabets with only minor modifications – as well as the original old italics of the alphabet. It has been used in some Paleo-Balkan languages, including
Thracian. For other adjacent languages or dialects, such as ancient Macedonian, isolated words are preserved in Greek texts, but no contiguous texts are preserved. The Greco-Iberian alphabet was used for writing the ancient Iberian language in parts of modern Spain. Gaulish inscriptions (in modern France) used the
Greek alphabet until the conquest of Rome Hebrew and Aramean bible text was written in Greek letters in Origen's Hexapla. Bactrian language, the Iranian language spoken in what is now Afghanistan, was written in the Greek alphabet during the Kushan Empire (65-250 AD). Adds another letter ⟨⟩ for sh sound [啦]. The
Cotian alphabet adds eight letters derived from Demotic. It is still used today, mostly in Egypt, to write the Coptic, liturgical language of Egyptian Christians. Letters usually retain a non-social form different from the forms used for today's Greek. Medieval Arab fragment from the 8th century An old ossesic inscription from
the 10th-12th century. The old Nubian language makuria (modern Sudan) adds three Coptic letters, two letters derived from meroitic font and a digraph of two Greek gamut used for velar nasal sound. Various South Slavic dialects, similar to modern Bulgarian and Macedonian, were written in Greek script. [51] [52] [53]
[54] Modern South Slavic languages now use modified Cyrillic. At the beginning of the modern front page of an 18th-century book, it was published in the 19th century. In karamanli Turkish Turkish spoken Orthodox Christians (Karamanlides) was often written in Greek script, and called Karamanlidika. Tosk Albanian was
often written using the Greek alphabet, beginning in about 1500. The printing press in Moschopolis was published in the 18th century. It wasn't until 1908 that the Monastir conference standardized Latin orthography for both Tosk and Gheg. Greek spelling is still occasionally used for local Albanian dialects (Arvanitika) in
Greece. Gagauz, the Turkic language of the northeastern Balkans, was apparently written by Greek characters in the late 19th century. In 1957 it was standardized on Cyrillic and in 1996 the Gagauz alphabet was adopted based on Latin (derived from the Turkish alphabet). Surguch, a Turkic language, was spoken by a
small group of Orthodox Christians in northern Greece. It is now written in Latin or Cyrillic. Urum or Greek Tatar used the Greek alphabet. The Judaeo-Spanish language, a Jewish dialect of Spanish, was occasionally published in Greek characters in Greece. [56] In Mathematics and Natural Sciences Main article: Greek
letters used in mathematics, science and engineering Greek symbols are used as symbols in mathematics, physics and other sciences. Many symbols have traditional uses, such as the lowercase epsilon (ε) for any lowercase positive number, the lowercase pi (π) for the ratio of the circumference of the circle to its
diameter, the sigma capital (Σ) for the sum, and the lowercase sigma (σ) for the standard deviation. Astronomy Main article: Bayer designation Greek letters are used to indicate brighter stars in each of the eighty-eight constellations. In most constellations, the brightest star is marked Alpha and other brightest Beta etc.
For example, the brightest star in the constellation Centauri is known as Alpha Centauri. For historical reasons, Greek designations of some constellations begin with a lower-rated letter. International phonetic alphabet Several Greek letters are used as phonetic symbols in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). [57]
Some of them refer to fricative consoners; rest stand for variants of vosco sounds. The glyph shapes used for these letters in specialised phonetic fonts are sometimes slightly different from conventional shapes in Greek typography, with glyphs usually more upright and using feet to be more adapted to the typographical
character of other Latin letters in the phonetic alphabet. However, in the Unicode standard, the following three phonetic symbols are considered to be the same characters as the corresponding Greek proper letters:[58] β beta U+03B2 expressed bilabial fricative θ theta U+03B8 voiceless dental fricative ʙ chi U+03C7 not
voting uvular fricative On the other hand, the following phonetic letters have Unicode representations separate from their alphabetical Greek use , either because their the typographic shape is too different from the original or because it also has secondary use as common alphabetical characters in some Latin-based
alphabets, including separate latin capital letters different from Greek. Greek Letter Phonetic Letter Capital Letters φ phi ɸ U +0278 Latin Lowercase phi Voiceless Bilabial Fricative - γ Gamma ɣ U+0263 Latin Lowercase Gamma Expressed Velar Fricative Ɣ U+0194 ε epsilon ĝ U+025B Latin Lowercase Open Letter
E(Alias: Epsilon) Open Front Unclosed Vodomite U+ 0190 α Alpha ɑ U+0251 Latin LowerCase Alpha Open Back Rounded Vodomes Ɑ U+2C6D υ upsilon ĝ U+028A Latin Small Letter Upsilon Close Close near the rounded vodome U+01B1 ι iota á U+0269 Latin small letter iota Obsolete for almost close unrounded vobs
now U+0196 Symbol of American phonetic note for voiceless alveolar lateral fricative is the Greek letter lambda ⟨λ⟩, but ⟨ɬ⟩ in IPA. The IPA symbol for the palatal lateral approximant is ⟨⟩, which looks similar to lambda but is actually inverted in lowercase y. Use as the main article digit: Greek numerals Greek letters were
also used to write numbers. In the classical poison system, the first nine letters of the alphabet meant numbers from 1 to 9, another nine letters meant multiples of 10, from 10 to 90, and another nine letters meant multiples of 100, from 100 to 900. To this end, in addition to the 24 letters that at the time formed the
standard alphabet, three otherwise obsolete letters were preserved or revived: digamma ⟨Ϝ⟩ for 6, koppa ⟨Ϙ⟩ for 90, and a rare Jion letter for [ss], today called sampi ⟨Ͳ⟩, for 900. This system has remained in use in Greek until now, although today it is used only for limited purposes, such as enumeration of chapters in the
book, similar to how Roman numerals are used in English. Three other symbols are now written as ⟨ϛ⟩, ⟨ϟ⟩ and ⟨ϡ⟩. To mark a letter as a digit character, a small stroke named keraia is added to the right of it. Αמ αמ alfa 1 Βמ βמ beta 2 Γמ γ3 מ Δמ δמ delta 4 Εמ εמ epsilon 5 ϛʹ digamma (stigma) 6 ממ מ ממ   zeta 7 Ηמ ηמ
eta 8 Θθθθ the 9 Ιמ ιמ iota 10 Κמ κמ kappa 1020 Λλמ λמ lambda 30 Μμμ μמ mu 40 Νמ νמ nu 50 Ĝĝĝ ĝ xi 60 Οοοο omicron 70 Πמ πの pi 80 ϟʹ koppa 90 Ρρ- ρ- rho 100 Σ σ σの sigma 200 Ττ τ τ 300 Υ υυ- upsilon 400 Φの φの φの phi 500 The use of student fraternities and sororities in North America, many college
fraternities and sororities are named with ϡʹ combinations of Greek letters, and are therefore also known as Greek letter organizations. [59] These names were initiated by the establishment of the Phi Beta Kappa Society at the College of William and Mary in 1776. [59] The name of this fraternphrine organization stands
for ancient Greek phrase Φιλοσοφία Βίου Κυβερνττης (Philosophia Biou Cyberntēēs), meaning Love of Wisdom, guide to life and serves as an organization Sometimes early fraternities were known by their Greek letter names because the mottos that those names stood for were secret and revealed only to fraternity
members. [59] The Greek letters of most fraternities are now meaningless and are not worth anything,[59] which Caroline Winterer says is understandable, given that the general knowledge of the ancient Greek alphabet and language has almost completely disappeared. [59] Different chapters within the same fraternity
are almost always marked as serial numbers using Greek letters (with a few exceptions). Ω Γ The founding chapter of each relevant organisation is Chapter A. Each one is still a Chapter Letter, although double digits as much as 10 to 99 are double digits. The Roman alphabet has a similar extended shape with these
double-digit letters when needed, but is used for columns in a table or chart rather than organizational chapters. [quote required] Variants of glyphs Some letters may occur in variant shapes, mostly inherited from medieval tiny handwriting. While their use in normal Greek typography is purely a matter of font styles, some
such variants have been given separate encoding in Unicode. The β symbol (wavy beta) is a cursive variant form of beta (β). In the French tradition of ancient Greek typography, β is used word-initially, and β is used word-internally. The letter delta has a form resembling an italic capital letter D; although it is not encoded
as a custom form, the form is part of the symbol for the drachma (Δρ digraph) in the Currency Symbols block at U+20AF (₯). The letter epsilon can occur in two equally common stylistic variants, either in the form ε {\displaystyle \epsilon \,\!} ('lunate epsilon', as a semicircle with stroke) or ε {\displaystyle \varepsilon \,\!}
(similar to the inverted number 3). The ε symbol (U+03F5) is specifically designed for the lunate form, which is used as a technical symbol. The θ (script theta) symbol is a cursive form of theta (θ), common in handwriting, and is used by specialized meaning as a technical symbol. The symbol κ (kappa symbol) is a cursive
form of kappa (κ), which is used as a technical symbol. The π (pi variant) is an archaic pi (π), which is also used as a technical symbol. The letter rho (ρ) can appear in different stylistic variants, with the descending tail either going straight down or twisted to the right. The symbol ρ (U+03F1) is designed specifically for the
twisted shape, which is used as a technical symbol. The letter sigma, in standard ortography, has two variants: ς, it is used only at the ends of words, and σ, used elsewhere. The form (lunate sigma, reminiscent of Latin c) is a medieval in both environments without final resolution. A capital letter of a freak that can occur in
different stylistic variations, with the upper strokes either straight as latin Y or slightly twisted. The Υ symbol (U+03D2) is specifically designed for the twisted shape ( Υ {\displaystyle \,\Upsilon } ) used as a technical symbol, e.g. The letter phi can occur in two equally common stylistic variants, either in the form φ
{\displaystyle \textstyle \phi\\!} (vertical stroke circle) or as a φ {\displaystyle \textstyle \varphi \,\!} (wavy shape open at the top). The φ symbol (U+03D5) is specifically designed for a closed form that is used as a technical symbol. The letter omega (Ω) has at least three stylistic variants of its capital form. The standard is
open omega, resembling an open partial circle with a hole down and the end twisted outwards. The other two stylistic variants, seen more often in modern typography, resemble the underscore of a full circle, where the underscore may or may not touch the circle on the tangent (in the first case, it resembles an oversized
omicral similar to that found in the numero or male ordinal indicator; in the second, it closely resembles some forms of the Latin letter Q). Open omega is always used in symbolic settings and is encoded in letterlike symbols (U+2126) as a separate code point for backward compatibility. Computer coding For computer
use, various encodings have been used for Greek online, many of them documented in RFC 1947. The two main ones still used today are ISO/IEC 8859-7 and Unicode. ISO 8859-7 supports only monotonous ortography; Unicode supports monotonous and polytonic orthographs. ISO/IEC 8859-7 For the A0-FF (hex)
range, it follows the Unicode 370-3CF range (see below), with the difference that some symbols such as ©, 1/2, § etc. are used, where unicode contains unused space. Like all ISO-8859 encodings, ASCII is equal to 00-7F (hex). Greek in Unicode Main Articles: Greek Script in Unicode, Greek and Coptic, and Greek
Extended Unicode supports polytonic ortography well enough for common continuous text in modern and ancient Greek, and even many archaic forms for epigraphy. Using a combination of characters, Unicode also supports Greek philology and dialecology and various other specialized requirements. Most current text
rendering modules do not render accents well, so although alpha with macron and sharp can be represented as U+03B1 U+0304 U+0301, it rarely renders well: ᾱ́. [quote required] There are two main blocks of Greek characters in Unicode. The first is Greek and Cosetian (U+0370 to U+03FF). This block is based on ISO
8859-7 and is sufficient to write modern Greek. There are also some archaic letters and Greek-based technical symbols. This block also supports the Cotian alphabet. Previously, most Co copt letters shared code points with similar-looking Greek letters; but in many díla, oba skripty se vyskytují, s zcela odlišnými tvary
písmen, takže od Unicode 4.1, koptské a řecké byly nejednotné. Tato koptská písmena bez řeckých ekvivalentů stále zůstávají v tomto bloku (U + 03E2 na U + 03EF). Pro zápis polytonické řečtiny lze použít kombinaci diakritikálních znamének nebo předem složených znaků v bloku Greek Extended (U+1F00 až
U+1FFF). Řečtina a helikoptér[1][2]Oficiální graf kódu konsorcia Unicode Consortium (PDF) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F U+037x Ͱ ͱ Ͳ ͳ ͻ ͼ) U+038x A · H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H
H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H
H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H I'm not going to be able to do that, but I'm going to be able to do that. I ϶'m going to have to take a look at this, and I'm going to have to take a look at this, and I'm going to have to take a look at this Ͻ Ͼ. code version 13.0 2.^ Grey areas indicate non-assigned code points Greek
Extended[1][2]Official Unicode Consortium code chart (PDF) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F U+1F0 Ἇ ἇ x x or if it is not, it is not the case that the U+1F3x is the same as the U+1F3x, or the U+1F3x is the same as the U+1F4x, and the U+1F4x is the same as the U+1F4x, and the U+1F4x is the same as the U+1F4x ,
and the U+1F4x is the same as the U+1F4x. Which is the name of the U+1F5x, which is not the same as the ὒ U+1F5x, which is not the same as the U+1F6x, which is not the same as the U+1F5x, which is not the same as the U+1F6x, and the U+1F6x is not the same as the U+1F6x, and the U+1F6x is not the same as
the U+1F6x, and the U+1F6x is not the same as the U+1F6x, and the U+1F6x is not the same as the U+1F5x, and the U+1F6x is not the same as the U+1F6x, and the U+1F6x is not the same as the U+1F5x, and the U+1F5x is not the same as the U+1F5x , and the U+1F5x is not the same U+1F7x or U+1F8x ᾂ ᾃ ᾊ ᾋ
ᾇ U+1F9x ᾏ U+1F9x V případě U+ ᾒ ᾓ 1FAx je U + ᾚ ᾛ 1FAx ᾪ ᾫ není ᾢ ᾣ ᾥ U + 1FBx ᾭ U + 1FBx. ᾲ U + 1FCx není stejný jako U + 1FCx, nebo U + 1FDx není stejný ῗ jako U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx u + 1FDx u + 1FDx u + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx
U + 1FDx ῢ U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx U + 1FDx ῲ ῧ I'm I'm nebude moci udělat, ale budu moci udělat. Poznámky 1.^ Od Unicode verze 13.0 2.^ Šedé oblasti označují nepřidělený kód bodů Kombinace a letter-free statistiky Kombinace a mezery
(letter-free) diacritical značky obsahující do řeckého jazyka : Kombinace rozteč Ukázkový popis U + 0300 U + 0060 ( ̀) varia / grave accent U + 0301 U + 00B4, U+0384 ( ́) oxia / tonos / akutní přízvuk U + 0304 U + 00AF ( ̄) macron U + U + 02D8 ( ̆) weave / breve U + 0308 U + 00A8 ( ̈) dialytics / diaeresis U + 0313 U
+02BC ( ) psili / comma above (spiritus lenis) U + 0314 U + 02BD ( ̔) dasia / inverted comma above (spiritus asper) U + 03 42 ( ͂) perispomeni (circumflex) U+0343 ( 0) koronis (= U+0313) U+0344 U+0385 ( dialytics tonos (obsolete, = U+0308 U+0301) U+0345 U+037A ( ͅ) ypogegrammeni / iota subscript. Encodings with
a subset of the Greek alphabet of IBM 437, 860, 861, 862, 863, and 865 contain the letters GHF (plus b as an alternative interpretation for b). See also greek font company Greek ligature Palamedes romanization greek notes ^ a b Epsilon ⟨e⟩ and omicro ⟨o⟩ originally could mean both short and long journeys in pre-
classical archaic Greek spelling, as well as other travel letters. They were limited to the function of short travel signs in classical Greek, as long voyages /eل/ and /oل/ began to spell using digraphs ⟨e⟩ and ⟨w⟩, which they phonologically shared with a responsive pair of former doubles /ei/ and /ou/ /ou/ /ou/ Reference ^
Swiggers 1996. ↑ a b Johnston 2003, p. 263-276. ^ Date of oldest objects written; AW Johnston, Alphabet, in N. Stampolidis and V. Karageorghis, eds, Sea Routes from Sidon to Huelva: Interconnection in the Mediterranean 2003:263-76, summarizes the current scholarship on dating. ^ Cook 1987, p. 9. ^ Development of
the Greek alphabet in chronology ANE (2009), Quote: Naveh lists four main reasons why it is generally agreed that the Greek alphabet was developed from the early Phoenic alphabet.1 According to Herodutous Phoenicians who came with Cadmus... he brought to Hellas an alphabet that was still unknown to the Greeks.
2 Greek letters, alpha, beta, gimmel have no meaning in Greek, but the meaning of most of their Semitic equivalents is known. For example, aleph means will, bet means house, and gimmel means throwing rod.3 Early Greek letters are very similar and sometimes identical to West Semet letters.4 The sequence of letters
between the Semitic and Greek alphabets is identical. (Naveh 1982) ^ a b c Coulmas 1996. ^ Horrocks 2006, pp. 231-250 ^ Woodard 2008, pp. 15-17 ^ Holton, Mackridge &amp; Philippaki-Warburton 1998, p. 31 ^ a b Adams 1987, pp. 6-7 ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y Keller &amp; Russell 2012, p. 5 ^ a
b c d e Mastronarde 2013, p. 10 ^ a b c d e Groton 2013 , p. 3 ^ Hinge 2001, p. 212-234 ^ a b c d e f g h Keller &amp; Russell 2012 Pp. 5-6 ^ a b c d e f Mastronarde 2013, p. 11 ^ a b c Mastronarde 2013, p. 11-13 ^ a b d e f g h i j k l m Mastronarde 2013, p. 12 ^ a b Nicholas, Nick (2004). Sigma: final against finals. Won
2016-09-29. ↑ a b Thompson 1912, p. 108, 144 ^ Keller &amp; Russell 2012, p. 6 ^ a b c d Mastronarde 2013, p. 13 ^ In addition, older combinations of ⟨ωυ⟩ or ⟨ωϋ⟩ may appear in ancient texts or personal names. ^ Dickey 2007, p. 92-93. ↑ Dickey 2007, p. 93. ↑ Nicolas, Nick. Greek Unicode Problems: Punctuation
Archived 2012-08-06 at Archive.today. 2005. Accessed 7 October 2014. ↑ a b Verbrugghe 1999, p. 499-511. ↑ Verbrugghe 1999, p. 499-502. ↑ Verbrugghe 1999, p. 499-502, 510-511. ^ Verbrugghe 1999, p. 499-502, 509. ↑ a b Verbrugghe 1999, p. 510-511. ↑ a b c Verbrugghe 1999, p. 505-507, 510-511. ↑ ISO (2010).
ISO 843:1997 (Conversion of Greek characters to Latin). ^ UNGEGN Working Group on Romanticization Systems (2003). Greek. They were obtained 2012-07-15. ↑ Greek (ALA-LC Romanization Tables) (PDF). 2010. ^ Companion of the Ancient Greek Language, article by Roger D. Woodward (ed. Egbert J. Bakker,
2010, Wiley-Blackwell). ^ Daniels &amp; Bright 1996, p. 4. ↑ a b Voutiras 2007, p. 270. ↑ a b c d Woodard 2010, p. 26-46. ↑ a b c d Jeffery 1961, p. 66. ↑ a b c d Threatte 1980, p. 26. ↑ Horrocks 2010, p. xiix. ↑ and b Panayotou 2007, p. 407. ↑ Liddell &amp; Scott 1940, s.v. λλβδα ^ Newton , B. E. (1968). Spontaneous
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